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S&P500 Weekly LOWER Last Week... Than Weekly, The Week
Before?

Sorry to trouble this community...but I've been searching s.c.an. for over an hour now and am not able to find a
solution that can fit my desired formula. I'd like to know how to write the following statement for one of my scans...
(Last week's weekly price average for the 5 trading days)<(the week before that) .... but for the S&P500 or the $SPX
Thanks in advance.

spx  sp500  price-change  weekly

Try this: it doesn't get the $SPX this week, it gets other indexes for the sp500. However, if you switch to "<", it gets the
$SPX (and others).

[type is index] and [symbol contains "$SPX"]

and [2 weeks ago sma(30, close) > 1 week ago sma(30, close)]

Legal ways to use "type" and "symbol" are here: Scan Instruction manual

Here's a link to a thread which gives you some helpful tips on getting started with scans and also a complete list of all

the links to information on scanning.

http://scan.stockcharts.com/questions/5/where-can-i-find-examples-of-basic-advanced-scan-coding-and-help-
information

Cheers Gord
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(Mar 21 '13 at 11:47)Windsurf

interesting idea. Did you specifically need the average price for the week rather than a high, low or closing price?? I'm not

sure the system can do an average price.

(Mar 21 '13 at 12:37)8Asteroid8

Thanks for the question...I was thinking along the lines of SMA for the week compared to sma for week before, but can't

make it parse. My objective is to nail down a rate of change between my stock and the overall larger index. I am using SMA

for my stock and that works fine, but when add in and try to define or introduce SP500 or $SPX, my formula won't parse

because of SP500 or $SPX. So, Change in Stock / change in index. Thanks in advance.

(Mar 21 '13 at 21:16)ekwong

I can think of two ways to accomplish it, but @markd already gave you a great start. Let us know if you struggle with it.

(Mar 21 '13 at 21:19)ekwong

Also, the scanner is used to scan for stocks. If you want to find this condition occurring on $SPX, you have to use an alert.
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(Mar 21 '13 at 15:05)8Asteroid8

Thank you, markd. I appreciate your guidance with the fromula, but am deeply grateful for the link to the instruction manual.

That will serve my needs more than you can imagine. Thanks for that and your time and effort.

(Mar 21 '13 at 17:16)markd

if you look around the SC site you will see it's pretty well documented - but see Gord's answer for a great road map to the

best links.
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